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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Docket No. 50-362
_

Supplemental Report
Licensee Event Peport No. 90 011, Revision 1
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 3

Ref ers:nce : Letter, R. W. Krieger (SCE) to USNRC Document Control Desk, dated
August 21, 1990

The referenced letter provided Licensee Event Report (LER) No.-90-011, for a
condition involving the Auxiliary Feedwater System. The enclosed supplemental-
LER provides additional information concerning the cause of the condition.
Neither the health nor the safety of-plant personnel or the public was
affected by this condition.

If you require any additional information, please so advise.

Sincerely,

.

Wbi
,

I

Enclosure: LER No. 90 011, Rev. I

cc: C. W. Caldwell (USNRC Senior Resident Inspector, Units 1,-2'and 3)
J. B. Martin (Regional Administrator, USNRC Region V)
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
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At 0315 on 7/22/90, with Unit 3 in Mode 2, while filling the steam generators, Auxiliary
Feedwater (AFW) bypana control valve 31!V+4763 failed to close upon demand. An the valve
wan not capable- of automatic closure by a Main Steam Isolation. System (MSIS)- nignal
within the minimum response time required by Technical Specification (TS) 3.3.2,
" Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation," it was declared
inoperable. Since there were no TS action statements which addressed the conrlition
.where an AFW valve cannot clone on a MSIS signal, TS 3.0.3 was invoked. 'At

| approximately 0325, TS 3,0.3 was exited when operatorn manually. isolated the valvo.

3fiV-4763 would not clone due to a mechanical failure of a colenoid valve.which munt open
to direct hydraulic fluid to the actuator which closen 31tV-4763. The actuator was cent
to the manufacturer for an overhaul which included replacement of;the failed solenoid
valve. Upon dinassembly and inopoction of the polenoid valve, it was detemined that
the cause of the solenoid valve failure was hydraulic fluid contamination and a
consequent mechanical failure of the actuator. The cause of the hydraulic fluid
contamination han been attributed to the introduction of contamination comotime during
the five-year nervice period of the actuator due to seal-inleakage,

The contaminated hydraulic fluid and all damaged components were replaced an part of the
valve overhaul. The Unita:2 and 3 AFW llydraulic actuators will be overhauled on an
every other refueling outage banin. The actuator hydraulic fluid for the AFW bypass
control valven will be periodically nampled to ensure it remains free of damaging'
contaminanto.

At the time of thin event, TSu did not provide a Limiting Condition for Operation and
Action statement applicable to thin component, resulting in a TS 3.0 3 entry.
Subocquently a TS amendment requent was submitted and approved by the NRC to provide an
action statement which will preclude similar entrien into TS 3.0.3.
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SAN ONOFFE NUCLEAR GENERATiDN STATION D6CKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE
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| Plant: San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS)
Unit Three
React or Vendor: Combuntion Engineering
Event Date: 07-22-90
Time: 0315

A. CONDITIONS AT TIME OF THE EVENT:

Mode: 2, Startup
RCS Temperature: 545 F

B. BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Thi Emergency Feedwater Actuation System (EFAS) (JA] la an Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation Syotem (ESFAS) [JE] designed to automatically initiate
Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) [BA) nystem flow to the Steam Generator (SG) (SG)
when the SG 1evel in low resulting from a loss of guain feedwater. 1he Main
Steam Isolation Syotem (MSIS) (JA] is an ESFAS designed to isolate faulted
steam and/or feedwater linen from an intact SG train in the event of a Main
Steam Line Break (MSLB) or Main Feedwater Line Break (MFLB) accident.

AFW flow to the SGo in controlled by two trains of valven [ISV) on diDcharge
piping from three AFW pumps [Pl . AFW bypann control valve 3HV-4703, providen
bypass flow around the main AFW discharge valve which is uned for the delivery
of AFW during accident conditions. The AFW bypaan control valven are' designed
to pass AFW at a low rate and are typically utilized during plant otartup and
shutdown when feedwater demand in low. The valve can be remotely operated by a

j hand nwitch and a hand indicating controller located in the control room. The
hand switch,.in the modulate mode, allows-the hand indicating controller to be
uned to modulate the bypass control valve from 25 to 300 gpm. Tho'valven will
automatically clone upon receiving either-a MSIS or an RFAS. The. electro-

| hydraulic operator to 3HV-4763 includen two twin directional solenoid [ SOL)
valves that control the position of the actuator. The polenoid valven_are used
to direct the flow of hydraulic fluid to the platons that stroke the stem open
and closed and are internal to the actuator assembly. To open the valve, one
colonoid valve directs high pressure hydraulic fluid to the bottom of the
pinton while the other valve bloods the fluid on the top side of the piston to
the lower pressure reservoir. To close the valve, the rolen of the colenoid
valven are reverned. A manual override feature of the actuator permita closure
of the valve if it fails to function automatically or remotely.

Although Technical Specification (TS) 3.3.2, " Engineered Safety Feature
' Actuation System Instrumentation," addresses MSIS operability requirements,
including minimum ESFAS response timen for the valvoa, the TS did not provide .

an action otatement for the situation in which a MSIS related valve could not
natisfy the annociated responne time requirement. This condition was
connidered an entry into TS 3.0.3. In contrast, although the EFAS function
overrides a MSIS, TS 3.7.1.2, " Auxiliary Feedwater System", providea a 72-hour
action statement which applien when an AFW control valve is unable to open.

C. DESCRIPTION OF TNE EVENT:

1. Event:

At 0315 on 7/22/90, with Unit 3 in Mode 2, while filling the Sca, AFW
valve 3HV-4763 failed to cloje upon demand. Per TS 3.3.2 this. valve has
a MSIS response time requirement to close. Since the valve-was not
capable of automatic closure by a MSIS algnal within the minimum'renponse
time required by TS 3.3.2, it van declared inoperable. Since there were
no TS action statements which addressed the condition where an AFW valve
could not close on a MSIS nignal, TS 3.0.3 was invoked. At approximately
0325, TS 3.0.3 was exited when operatora manually isolated the valve.
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2. Inoperable Structures, Systems or Components tha' Contributed to the
Event. "

'

None

3. Sequence of Events:

TIME ACTION t

0315 3HV-4763 failed to meet MSIS-response time requirement 1to
close, TS 3.0.3 entered.

0325' 3HV-4763 verified closed. TS 3.0.3 exited.-

4. Method of Discovery:

While filling the SGs and transferring the flow alignment from'the AFW
q | bypass'line to the-normal AFW line, Operators (utility, licensed)

observing-the control room indication of the actual valve position, noted
| the inability of 3HV-4763 to close within the MSIS response time

requirement, t

5. Personnel Actions and Analysis of Actions: !

Operators responded properly by promptly isolating 3HV-4763,: therebyc
exiting TS 3.0.3;

6. Safety System Responses:

Not applicable.

D, CAUSE OF THE EVENT: +

3HV-4763 would not close due to a failed actuator solenoid valve which; i
prevented it from closing as required. The actuator was sentito the
manufacturer for an overhaul which included replacement of the failed solenoid-
valve. Upon disassembly and inspection of the solenoid valve, it was
determined that the cause-of the solenoid' valve failure was hydraulic fluid
contamination and a consequent mechanical failure of the solenoid valve.

SCE's review of the cause of this event' involved.the examination:of-three
possible sources for the observed contamination: 1).improperfflushing-of:the
system prior to fill and installation, 2) introduction of contaminated
hydraulic fluid when the system was initially filled, or-3) introduction of
contamination sometime ' during the five year service period through seal'
inleakage. None-of these possible sources can be categorically-ruled out;-

-

i however, the first two possible sources-are considered unlikely on the basis-
that such contamination would most likely have resulted in the. actuator failing-E

-

L carly-in the five-year reriod that the actuator was in- service. Thus it has
|- been concluded that the most likely cause of the failure of--the actuator was-

the introduction of contamination through-seal inleakage.'

As-a contributing cause,-at the time-this' event-vas reported,'the TSs did not-
| provide'an Action-Statement for 3HV-4763 when it was unable to' meet the MSIS

response time.!

| E. -CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:
|

1. Corrective Actions Taken:

| a. Action was promptly taken to manually isolate 3HV-4763.

] b. The actuator was sent to the manufacturer for overhaul and!
invest. tion of the solenoid failure.

l' ~

__
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c. The polenoid valve for the actuator on 3RV-4763 wan' replaced and
- 3HV-4763 was stroke-tested prior to returning the valve to operable

ntatus.
_

d. A TS amendment requent was previously submitted and van
oubsequently approved by the NRC to preclude entry into TS 3.0.3
for this condition (soo also LERs 88 037, 88 030, 89 002-and-89-

| 011, Docket No. 50 361).

2. Planned Corrective Actions:

a. In order to improve the reliability of the AFW actuators, the
overhaul f requency of the hydraulic actuators for AFW valven 2HV-
4762, 2ilV 4 763, - 3HV-4 762, and 3HV-4763,-will be increased'from once
each five years to once every other refueling outage (approximately
every three to four yeat a) . ;

b. The actuator hydraulic fluid for the actuators for AFW valves 2HVa
,

i

4762, 2HV 4763, 3HV 4762, and 3HV-4763 will be sampled periodically
,

Lo enoure that the actuator hydraulic fluid remainn free of -

damaging contaminanto. Af ter an initial pampling ' period, the
sample. data will be annonced to determine if the every other -

refueling outage overhaul frequency in appropriate.and the<pampling-
f requency will be adjusted' accordingly. (Thepe four AFW valve i

actuatora, 2HV 4762, 2HV 4763, 3HV 4762, and 3HV 4763, - are the only
actuatora of thiattype installed at SONOS.)

F. SAFETY SIONIFICANCE OF Tile EVENT:
'

There wan no safety significance to this evont nince a redundant net-of
isolation valves on the affected AFW train remained operable and capable of
closure upon a MSIS actuation. The EFAS response of the AFW syatem remained

.

operable during thin condition. - '

O. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
J

1. Component Failure Infotmation >

The component which failed was a Paul-Munroo 3 way,' 2 ponition colenoid. [
valve, part number PA89132 500.

'

l
i

2 Previous LERs for Similar Evento:

LER 88 030 (Docket No. 50-361) reported an entry into TS 3.0 3 :when- a ,

Plant Protection System (PPS) (JC] power supply produced a voltage spike
causing four AFW valves to open.in renponse to'an EFAS, thereby. .-

preventing the valves from closing on a MSIS. Since there were no TS'
action statements which addrenn the> condition where-an.AFW valvo can not'

'clone on a MSIS nignal, TS 3.0.3 was invoked.
' ~

LER 08 037 (Docket'No. 50 361) reported a voluntary entry into TS'3.0.3
when post maintenance testing onLan AFW valve determined that the valve-

~

did' not meet the MSIS minimum response timeL require 'ent.

LER 89 011 (Docket.No. 50 361) reported. a voluntary entry into TS . 3.0 ' 3 '

.

during planned PPS power nupply replacement duo'to three AFW valves
receiving an EFAS signal, thereby resulting in the valves opening and; q
being unable.to clone upon receiving.a MSIS. ,

,

LERa 89-002 (Docket No. 50 361) reported a voluntary entry into TS 3 I.3-O

due to a lack of action statemento for: Main Feedwater (SJ) Block Valves.

..
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